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How the Evidence Hub has helped respondents and their work areas  
Responses (12) 

Looking for information to update guidelines. 

I can quickly find information relevant to my clinical area of dietetics. 

References for academic essays. 

Helped when looking up information for courses. 

Already aware of how to access resources, used it for convenience sometimes but not exclusively.  
Often needed to access resources that I did not appear to be able to locate from Evidence Hub. 

As a newly qualified AP (Assistant Practitioner) a large part of information needed for my course was 
found using the Evidence Hub. 

Helped get more information for relevant topics. 

I have recently applied to go to university. I used the Hub with assistance from library staff to do 
research for an essay. 

One site for accessing literature and saved me time for assignments or research work for projects. 
Easy to use and very quick. 

It is just another resource to those I would use anyway. 

I feel that I can use the Evidence Hub but perhaps I am not getting the best from it. I am sure that 
there is a lot more information that I could gain access to and that some further training may help 
me to do this. 

Lit search is an excellent service and saves me significant time. [Literature searches can be requested 
via the Evidence Hub using an online form] 

 

Use of specific sections of the Evidence Hub 
Respondents (66) 

Used Aware of  
(but not used) 

Not aware of 

Core Resources link page 62.90% 27.42% 9.68% 
Core Journals link page 57.14% 33.33% 9.52% 
Knowledge Centres for specialties 33.90% 54.24% 11.86% 
Knowledge Centres for professional groups 38.71% 46.77% 14.52% 
Knowledge Centres for Trust-wide initiatives 28.33% 51.67% 20.00% 
NHS Improvement Blog 13.56% 47.46% 38.98% 
ELHT Staff Publications 41.67% 36.67% 21.67% 
Library Services information 50.85% 47.46% 1.69% 
Library training information 42.37% 54.24% 3.39% 
 


